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Simple Monthly Bill Checklist
Identifying Critical Content
Everything you need to know to look after yourself to
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bring about and maintain perfect health, prosperity,
wealth, happiness, quality of life and longevity. It
reveals that we are, without realising, not doing
enough or the right things to protect our health and
prosperity which is equally extremely damaging to
nature, wildlife, oceans, sea-life, fresh springs,
waterways and air, and us. The Book by Linde utilises
new and ancient knowledge from around the world,
over the millennia identifying what changes we need
to make to enhance every aspect of our lives with
simple solutions for almost every situation. It is your
most powerful contribution to protecting, nurturing
and saving our planet. In summary, 'THE BOOK'
Consists of Six Chapters which incorporates a
summary within each one: Lifestyle; Food & Nutrition;
Medical Care; Mind; Water; and Now Live the final
chapter which you can cast your eye over first as it is
a synopsis of the complete works. It is highly
recommend to read from cover to cover but, it is
packed with valuable information to just use as a
Reference Manual on a day to day basis. Teaches you
how to look after your body and mind to ultimately
prevent illness, but also to help regain and maintain
perfect health; Provides countless number of
practical, realistic & simple tips to easily adopt into
your day to day lifestyle improving quality of life,
saving time & money and gaining longevity; Fuses
together specialised areas in health & mind, lifestyle
& environment under one cover; Identifies our day to
day toxic exposures that we are unaware of and
provides successful resolutions; Gives you complete
fundamental knowledge and awareness, to use your
courage to take responsibility for your life enhancing
your health, prosperity and happiness; Provides you
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with ancient knowledge and practices to new, from
science including quantum physics, to philosophy,
psychology, and important detail on nutrition,
exercise, energies and medicine; Is very current,
answering all the conflicting hype about diets, the
next super food or the bad effects of conventional
drugs or sugar that are in the media weekly, even
daily; For more information please visit
www.thebookbook.co.uk

Twin Pines Book Four
When Cyril, Robert, Anthea and Jane rescue the magic
sand-fairy from a pet shop, they have no idea of the
astonishing adventures to come!

Resources in Education
Sixteen-year-old Max and 10-year-old Tessa were fully
prepared for another horrible summer vacation. While
they always hoped to go somewhere fun like Disney
World or Universal Studios, they usually went
somewhere weird and cheap that their father, former
boy bander Don Masters, found in an ad in a truck
stop coupon magazine. But this year was different.
Where they went couldn't be found on any map or in
any truck stop coupon book. They passed through a
portal to a place called Turtle Island, an alternate
version of America that diverged from our history
before the pilgrims landed at Plymouth Rock. It was
there where they met world famous action movie star
Jordie Paine -- star of such films as I Plan to Kill You
Now and the sequel, I Plan to Kill You Now, Too, the
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ninja film, Chuck Butcher: Sword Wielding Jackal, as
well as the light-hearted romp, Harry Hinklehoffer and
the Giant Dancing Toad of East Nebraska -- who would
be their guide in this strange new world. Jordie, they
later learned, brought the Masters family to Turtle
Island for a very specific reason. Because they look
just like the ruthless first family of Turtle Island, the
Masters are pawns in a coup to overthrow the
dictator. But things don't go as planned and the
Masters wind up in the Survival Games, Turtle Island's
national pastime/system of justice where criminals
competitors, or crimpetitors, compete for their
freedom. In this scifi comedy, the stakes are very
simple -- if they win, they rule, if they lose, they must
suffer the consequences.

Mommy and Daddy Love You Exactly As
You Are!
Sammy, a 14-year-old fugitive, accidentally discovers
he has the powers of a Psion. Plucked off the streets,
he is thrust into the rigorously-disciplined
environment of Psion Beta headquarters. As a new
Beta, Sammy must hone his newfound abilities using
holographic fighting simulations, stealth training
missions, and complex war games. His fellow trainees
are other kids competing to prove their worth so they
can graduate and contribute to the war effort. But the
stifling competition at headquarters isolates Sammy
from his peers. Learning to use his incredible abilities
powers is difficult enough, but when things go horribly
wrong on a routine training mission, he must rely on
the other Betas to stay alive. The Silent War is at a
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tipping point; even one boy can be the difference. But
to do so, he must survive.

Grade 5 Handwriting
Preparation for the Next-Generation MCAS Tests for
2016-2017! This extensive skill-building quiz book
contains over 200 pages of quizzes targeting over 50
mathematics skills! Each quiz focuses on one specific
skill, with questions progressing from simple to more
complex. Students will develop a thorough
understanding of each skill, while also gaining
experience with all the types of tasks found on the
new Next-Gen MCAS tests. Divided into Convenient
Topics - Covers every skill listed in the Massachusetts
Curriculum Frameworks - Includes sections for
operations and algebraic thinking, number and
operations, fractions, measurement, data, and
geometry - Each section contains a focused quiz for
each individual skill - Each quiz includes a range of
question types and increasing rigor to develop a
thorough understanding of the skill - Targeted format
allows test preparation to be easily integrated into
student learning Prepares Students for the NextGeneration MCAS Assessments - Covers all the skills
assessed on the Next-Gen MCAS mathematics tests Provides practice completing all the question types
found on the test - Includes multiple choice, multiple
select, short answer, technology enhanced, and open
response question types - Prepares students for
questions that involve explain their thinking, justifying
answers, or describing mathematical concepts - More
rigorous questions prepare students for the higher
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difficulty of the new assessments - Guided tasks teach
students what is expected in answers Key Benefits Develops a thorough understanding by focusing on
one skill at a time - Reduces test anxiety by allowing
ongoing test practice - Individual quizzes allow gaps
in knowledge to be targeted - Ensures students are
comfortable with a range of question formats Prepares students for all the question types found on
the MCAS tests - Provides revision and test practice as
the student learns

Massachusetts Test Prep Student Quiz
Book Mcas Mathematics Grade 3
Meet Zegin. He is a Shooter. As the best starship
diagnostic troubleshooter in Cydonia, he has
contained and averted countless catastrophes. Not all
jobs go as planned, however, and even the best
shooter can't foresee the future. Follow Zegin as he
battles against time, defeating rogue computer
viruses, seeking solutions to tricky, puzzling
problems, averting war, disaster, and avoiding almost
certain death! Look inside for Zegin's first two action
packed adventures: Zegin's Infection, and Zegin's
Abduction, and the added bonus of Jezi's Dilemma. A
story about Jezi, who finds herself misrouted, and
exceedingly late, after waking from stasis. Also inside,
a special sneak peek at Timothy's next work in
progress, and a Zegin's Adventures Glossary. Crack
the book and take a look! Adventure awaits you in
Epsilon!

Comprehension Assessment
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Provides homework tips, tools, and solutions for
parents and their children customized by the child's
homework profile: the disorganized, the rusher, the
procrastinator, the avoider, the inattentive, and the
easily frustrated.

Math Power
Offers an explanation of solutions and mixtures and
how they differ, as well as examples of mixtures and
solutions.

The Fear Place
In this book, Sue Popkin tells the story of how an
ambitious—and risky—social experiment affected the
lives of the people it was ultimately intended to
benefit: the residents who had suffered through the
worst days of crime, decay, and rampant
mismanagement of the Chicago Housing Authority
(CHA), and now had to face losing the only home
many of them had known. The stories Popkin tells in
this book offer important lessons not only for Chicago,
but for the many other American cities still grappling
with the legacy of racial segregation and failed
federal housing policies, making this book a vital
resource for city planners and managers, urban
development professionals, and anti-poverty activists.

10 Simple Solutions to Adult ADD
Welcome to the nightmarish future of The Theta
Timeline, where '1984' meets 'Slaughterhouse-Five.'
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Leaders who rely on war and fear. The men and
women who refuse to accept a tyrannical
government. And an unreliable means of time travel
in which most people don't survive.Freedom was not
stolen overnight, but gradually chipped away through
a campaign of war and terror. People were told new
laws and restrictions were for their own good. But the
reality was a monstrous regime bent on controlling its
subjects. Now, there is only one way to stop the
Tyranny: go back in time and prevent it from ever
starting.At times eloquent, funny, satirical, and
infuriating, The Theta Timeline is not only Dietzel's
most powerful book, it is as important as any
dystopian vision created to date.

The Book
Simple Monthly Bill Checklist Journal for the Busy
Mom or Executive If you are shopping based on
simplicity and price, then this is the book for you! This
simple monthly bill checklist does NOT have pockets,
tabs or a calendar. This is simply a checklist with note
pages at the end, so the price is much lower than
other bill planners and organizers. Please check out
other available bill planners to make sure you find
one that meets your needs. Our bill checklist is
SIMPLE and Easy to use. Please click on the "Look
Inside" feature to make sure this book is right for you
before purchasing: ) Low $6.99 price with Professional
Cover Designs. We also offer this same book with a
variety of different covers, so please feel free to
browse through our listings and find a cover that you
meets your style preferences. Great Value! 100+
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Pages. The checklists can help you keep track of your
bills for 3+ years and you can start anytime Note
Pages are provided at the end for additional notes,
financial goals or journal writing EXTRA LARGE **8.5 X
11** with Soft, Matte, Paperback Cover

The Theta Timeline
Make workplace conflict resolution a game that
EVERYBODY wins! Recent studies show that typical
managers devote more than a quarter of their time to
resolving coworker disputes. The Big Book of ConflictResolution Games offers a wealth of activities and
exercises for groups of any size that let you manage
your business (instead of managing personalities).
Part of the acclaimed, bestselling Big Books series,
this guide offers step-by-step directions and
customizable tools that empower you to heal rifts
arising from ineffective communication,
cultural/personality clashes, and other specific
problem areas—before they affect your organization's
bottom line. Let The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution
Games help you to: Build trust Foster morale Improve
processes Overcome diversity issues And more
Dozens of physical and verbal activities help create a
safe environment for teams to explore several
common forms of conflict—and their resolution.
Inexpensive, easy-to-implement, and proved effective
at Fortune 500 corporations and mom-and-pop
businesses alike, the exercises in The Big Book of
Conflict-Resolution Games delivers everything you
need to make your workplace more efficient,
effective, and engaged.
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Psion Beta
Managing attention-deficit disorder (ADD) as an adult
is a constant challenge. You may notice that your
mind sometimes wanders during conversations.
Maybe you keep misplacing your keys. Or your ADD
may be causing bigger problems in your life, making
it difficult to keep in touch with friends and family and
leading you to procrastinate on important projects. 10
Simple Solutions to Adult ADD offers ten easy ways to
better manage your symptoms and live better with
ADD. Written by noted author and acclaimed
psychotherapist Stephanie Sarkis, who has used these
solutions to personally overcome her ADD symptoms,
this concise and clear new edition offers the latest
treatment information to help you sharpen your focus,
improve your relationships, and manage your time
and money.

Metis
The year is 2084, and the U.S. has so thoroughly
embraced big government that the Wapols
(Washington politicians) and their army of pubrats
(public bureaucrats) monitor your diet, your finances,
even your sex life. But what happens when an omnipresent government becomes impotent? In the spirit
of Orwell's 1984 and Animal Farm, and Rand's Atlas
Shrugged, but written with the style and wit of Kurt
Vonnegut, Eidam offers a humorous and thoughtprovoking cautionary tale against trading away our
freedoms to a tech-empowered nanny-state, and asks
if it's possible for mankind to become so dependent,
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we lose the ability to live free. When a virus threatens
to wipe out all of mankind, President Poll and his D.C.
cronies escape to a survival shelter leaving the rest of
the world to perish. However, while the Wapols are
safely locked away in their bubble, a reclusive tech
genius does what all the experts said was impossible:
he develops a treatment that will save mankind from
extinction. Only, he won't release it unconditionally;
he wants to make sure mankind is worth saving first.
Opting to remain anonymous, the man enlists Clyde
Sexler, a sixteen-year-old social reject, to issue his
demands, and Clyde finds himself playing a starring
role in mankind's salvation. But, after first enjoying
his newfound power and fame, Clyde starts to worry
about how far the recluse is willing to go to reboot
civilization. With the Wapols busy fighting for control
of their bubble, President Poll taking advice from his
talking toilet, and the rest of Washington concerned
only with optics and clinging to power, Clyde might be
mankind's last hope. Can he save us from certain
deathor worse?

The Cathedral
Shares principles for creating relaxing rooms using
light, texture, natural materials, and plush surfaces, in
a guide complemented by lavish photographs and
inspirational advice culled from Eastern philosophies.

Turtle Island
.
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Simple Solutions Mathematics
Intermediate B, SE
Written to accompany 50 Ways to Improve Student
Behavior: Simple Solutions to Complex Challenges by
Annette Breaux and Todd Whitaker, this Study Guide
was written for the participants of seminars, book
study groups, and other professional development
events. This Study Guide serves as a roadmap to help
you organize and work with your faculty study group.
It provides assistance to staff developers, principals,
team leaders, college professors, and other
educational leaders who are working with teachers as
they develop their professional skills.

Zompoc Survivor
The process of growing up has been characterized by
great inner turmoil, uncertainty, and tremendous
pressures from family, close friends and peer groups.
Certainly, in our complex society, the problems
youths face seem greater than ever before. Dennis
Willard is an 18 year old teenage boy embarking on
his own special journey through adolescence, Dennis
finds himself plagued by powerful emotions, feeling
more confident about his awakening sexuality, and
his growing romance with a much older woman. Micky
Jones continues to follow in Bobby Ryder's footsteps
as the new stud in town and Lori Walters will discover
true love through her emotional pain, as our
characters in this story learn, the road to seduction
and romance is even more adventurous than usual,
and at times it seems out of control. Twin Pines is the
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continuing saga of small town people's coming of age
of young men with sultry, wanton housewives and
lusty teen girls. A lesson to us all and a reminder that
the journey to sultry, sexual fulfillment is not an easy
one.

Coaching Archery
Babies are so easy to love. It feels so natural to love a
newborn child unconditionally. The love just naturally
flows out of us. Nobody has to teach us. Nobody has
to ask us. Nobody has to convince us. It just happens.
How wonderful it would be if we could always love,
cherish, and appreciate our children as gorgeous,
loving, angels. How great it would be to carry our love
with us and maintain it powerfully forever. We can do
that. We simply need to be nudged to remember. We
just need to be reminded what we hold dear and
precious. We only need to take time out for a few
moments and bask in the memory (and the present
moment reality) of what is so amazingly and divinely
wonderful about our gifts from the divine. This book is
one of those reminders. Read this to your children so
they (and you) remember how much you love them.

No Simple Solutions
How can busy teachers successfully manage the
complex task of assessing their students' reading
comprehension? This invaluable book--the first standalone guide on the topic--presents reliable, researchsupported guidelines and procedures for K-6 teachers
to use in the classroom. Through practical tips and
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realistic examples, the book demonstrates timesaving ways to implement and adapt a wide range of
existing assessments, rather than creating new ones.
Also covered are strategies for conducting
multiliteracy assessments, using classroom
assessment to complement standardized testing,
accommodating response-to-intervention mandates,
and linking assessment to content-area instruction.

10 Simple Solutions to Adult ADD
Help students in grades 5Ð6 master the skills
necessary to succeed in grammar using Grammar.
This 128-page book allows for differentiated
instruction so that each student can learn at his or her
own pace. It reinforces essential grammar concepts
and includes activities, a comprehensive review
section for each major concept, reproducibles,
perforated skill practice pages, 96 cut-apart flash
cards, and an answer key.

K-8 Digital Citizenship Curriculum
Grammar, Grades 5 - 6
Dave Stewart has survived the inferno of Kansas City
and come out the other side. To the rest of the world
his fate is uncertain, and by now even Agent Keyes
knows better than to assume he's dead. As Keyes and
his rogue DHS agents continue their search for him,
Dave knows that Plan A, as usual, won't work. His only
chance is to keep moving until he can find a safe way
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to make contact with Nate Reid and figure out his
next move. As Dave's odyssey across a zombie
infested America continues, he encounters the best
and the worst in his fellow survivors. He will find new
allies, learn more about the true nature of the Asura
virus, and his role in even bigger designs than he ever
imagined. But, in a land filled with enemies both living
and dead, is all the skill, wit and courage in the world
enough to help him survive? Or will this be Dave
Stewart's last journey?

The Story of the Amulet
Zegin's Adventures in Epsilon
Want to solve your biggest problems tomorrow? You
have problems, but you don't have time for a 5-year
plan. You're tired of philosophy, research and piles of
data. You want practical solutions that you can
implement immediately. You don't need a committee
or another meeting. You need Hackers-experienced
educators who understand your school's problems
and see quick fixes that may be so simple that
they've been overlooked. Hacking Education is the
book that every teacher, principal, parent, and
education stakeholder has been waiting for--the one
that actually solves problems. Read it today-fix it
tomorrow! In Hacking Education, Mark Barnes and
Jennifer Gonzalez employ decades of teaching
experience and hundreds of discussions with
education thought leaders, to show you how to find
and hone the quick fixes that every school and
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classroom need. Using a Hacker's mentality, they
provide one Aha moment after another with 10 Quick
Fixes for Every School--solutions to everyday
problems that any teacher or administrator can
implement immediately. Imagine being able to walk
into school tomorrow and eliminate: Hours of wasted
meeting time Classroom management issues
Interruptions in planning time The need for more
books Negative attitudes Technology issues If you
want to improve teaching and learning at your school
now, learn how to develop a Hacker's mentality.
Discover How to Solve Problems with Pineapple
Charts The 360 Spreadsheet Glass Classrooms Track
Records Marigold Committees The TQZ More
Impactful Hacks Not Your Average Education Book
Hacking Education won't weigh you down with
outdated research or complicated strategies. Barnes
and Gonzalez provide brilliant ideas woven into a userfriendly success guide that you'll want to keep nearby
throughout the school year. Each chapter is neatly
wrapped in this simple formula: The Problem The
Hack (a ridiculously easy solution that you've likely
never considered) What You Can Do Tomorrow (no
waiting necessary) Blueprint for Full Implementation
(a step-by-step action plan for capacity building) The
Hack in Action (yes, someone has actually done this)
Are you ready to fix your school and your classroom?
Get Hacking Education now, and solve your biggest
problems tomorrow.

Simple Solutions Mathematics PreAlgebra, SE
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Convince your child to rest from the keyboard and
practice his/her handwriting skills instead. This writing
book is perfect for fifth graders. The smooth paper
surface feels wonderful to write on. Writing as an
exercise encourages the fine motor skills and fine
tunes the child's ability to recognize letters and
spelling. Be sure to grab a copy of this writing book
today!

Medicine for Mankind
A professional ADD coach offers simple tools and tips
for adults with ADD on how to heighten concentration
and memory retention, lessen anxiety, cope with
anger and frustration, deal with social situations,
handle finances, and perform successfully at work.

Hacking Education
From the Farm to the Table Olives
50 Ways to Improve Student Behavior
A collection of realistic engineering adventure stories.
Ken Hardman connects the design and development
process taught in engineering school to the exciting
challenges faced every day in real engineering
practice.--Back cover.

Engineering Stories
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Finally! The book that thousands of alcoholics have
been waiting for! An updated version of the "Big Book
of Alcoholics Anonymous." This edited revision of the
old, basic text is reader-friendly and carries the exact
same message as the 1939 version of "Alcoholics
Anonymous." It's written in a style that's friendly to
readers of any gender, race, or spiritual path. Until
now, Bill Wilson's 1939 book has never been edited
for modern readers. This book is for: Women who
object to the sexist language in the original Big Book.
The EZ Big Book is gender neutral. All partners of
alcoholics, including gays and lesbians. The EZ Big
Book makes no assumption about the genders or
marital status of partners. Alcoholics at all reading
levels. The language is reader-friendly and journalistic
in tone. Readers of any faith, including agnostics. The
spiritual references in the book are all-encompassing.
Non-English speakers. Readers for whom English is a
second language buy the EZ Big Book because the
writing is simple and direct. About the Author The
author is a retired science and nature writer with
double-digit of sobriety. Her last years of drinking
took her to emergency rooms several times and
finally to rehab.

Peace at Home
Book 1, SIMPLE SOLUTIONS for Planet Earth, dealt
with energy and the environment. SIMPLE SOLUTIONS
for Humanity provides ultimate answers for our
society and beyond. Ever wonder if there could ever
be a way to end crime and war forever, or the
prospects for immortality, or a better educational
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system, or the reality of extraterrestrial intelligence,
or the future of religion? If all the above can be
satisfactorily resolved, then, just in case there is no
afterlife, where is the best place to live on Earth
today? Simple solutions, of course, are hardly that.
How to end crime? What about three strikes and
you're dead! Sure this should work, but it's not
morally rational. The solution to war is incredibly
simple. Just read the book and find out how. Scientists
are getting very close to determining a way to disarm
our aging gene. When will this happen? Our
educational system is flawed. Be prepared to be
shocked by the Stanford Marshmallow Study. Then
find out that our terrible student scores relative to the
developed world might not be worth all the anguish.
The USA will prevail because of our superiority in.
Could the solution for world peace or curing cancer be
streaming in from space? The Search for
Extraterrestrial Intelligence could someday soon
detect what would be the most monumental
discovery since the invention of God. How can religion
overcome the immorality of purporting to promise an
afterlife WITHOUT ANY PROOF? A Golden Evolution is
suggested. Are you one of those who largely wasted
your life looking out only for yourself, family and
friends? Could there be a higher calling? You, too, can
make a positive difference. Rainbow Vision is
explained to equip you with the tools to help save
Planet Earth and Humanity.

Practical Problems and Solutions in Job
Evaluation
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9 grade levels. 17 topics. 46 lessons. 46 projects. A
year-long curriculum that covers everything you need
to discuss on internet safety and efficiency. Digital
Citizenship–probably one of the most important topics
students will learn between kindergarten and 8th and
too often, teachers are thrown into it without a
roadmap. Well, here it is–your guide to what our
children must know at what age to thrive in the
community called the internet. It’s a roadmap for
blending all pieces into a cohesive, effective studentdirected cyber-learning experience that accomplishes
ISTE’s general goals

Mixtures and Solutions
Molecules and atoms can take the form of a solid, a
liquid, or a gas. Each state of matter has its own
properties. Together, these three states of matter
make up most everything in the universe! Learn all
about mixtures and solutions with this science reader
that brings the power of science and informational
text to students at a level they can understand.
Introduce students to STEM topics and new concepts
and vocabulary terms like solvent, polarity,
compound, and solubility with this nonfiction book
that is aligned to state and national standards. The
leveled text supports students reading at above-,
below-, and on-grade level. The fun lab activity
encourages students to think like scientists. Keep
students engaged in learning with this science book.

Mix it Up!
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History of the Metis people in Canada.

The Big Book of Conflict Resolution
Games: Quick, Effective Activities to
Improve Communication, Trust and
Collaboration
Farmer Nick and Farmer Charlie are olive guys. They
are neighbor farmers who raise two different varieties
of olives, Sevillano and Manzanillo. Farmer Nick
worked in olive orchards all through high school, and
Farmer Charlie started farming after he was an adult.
Text with photographs of Farmer Nick and Farmer
Charlie tell the story of how olives are grown. From
the Farm to the Table series are books about
agriculture designed for second and third grade
readers. The text of each book highlights second
grade vocabulary words. Kathy Coatney pens From
the Farm to the Table series of non-fiction children's
books about agriculture.

Simple Solutions for Humanity
During a camping trip in the remote wilderness, Doug
must overcome his fear of heights after he and his
older brother have one of their fights, Gordon
disappears during their parents' absence, and Doug
must find Gordon before it is too late. Reprint.

The EZ Big Book of Alcoholics
Anonymous
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Do your students know which content is most
important to learn? Academic standards call for
increased rigor, but simply raising complexity is not
enough. Students must also take responsibility for
their own learning. They need to be able to determine
which content is critical, why it is important, how it
connects to their existing knowledge, and when it will
inform their future learning.Based on the earlier work
of Dr. Robert J. Marzano, Identifying Critical Content:
Classroom Strategies to Help Students Know What is
Important explores explicit techniques for mastering a
crucial strategy of instructional practice: teaching
students the skill of identifying critical content. It
includes: ·Explicit steps for implementation
·Recommendations for monitoring if students are able
to identify critical content ·Adaptations for students
who struggle, have special needs, or excel in learning
·Examples and non-examples from classroom practice
·Common mistakes and ways to avoid them The
Essentials for Achieving Rigor series of instructional
guides helps educators become highly skilled at
implementing, monitoring, and adapting instruction.
Put it to practical use immediately, adopting day-today examples as models for application in your own
classroom.

Homework Made Simple
His given name was But for the Love of Jesus Christ
We Would All Be Damned Smith, III; BC for short. The
name was peculiar to BC's societal caste. Some
thought of it as a profession but you had to be born a
Cleanser. This fact was inconsequential to the rest of
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the passengers aboard the Earth-bound shuttle.
"Cleansers" had precedence over everyone but a
higher-level Cleanser in all aspects of society. This
status was fine for the sociopathic, but for one with
emotions the singularity was often too much. The
church controls the interstellar harvest of resources.
BC is their enforcer. What happens if the assassin
gains a conscience? For a "Cleanser" with emotions,
singularity is too much "The Cathedral" combines highconcept speculation with fast action and cliffhanger
thrills. The Church becomes the predominant
government body, and develops its own enforcement
arm. Once their best "Cleanser" goes rogue, all Hell
breaks loose
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